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News Media Relations for 
Elected Officials 

PRESENTED BY: Mark Weaver

(614) 349-1145
Mark@CommunicationsCounsel.com
CommunicationsCounsel.com

Follow me on Twitter:
@MarkRWeaver
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The Struggle

Your 
LawyerYour PIO

When your LAWYER Decides 
Govt Press Strategy.

When your PIO Decides 
Press Strategy:
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Thinking Like a Government Reporter

Views of Elected Officials

Outsider View – Misconceptions
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Partisan Bias and Views

What does “objective”
mean to you?
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When Politicians Say 
“No Comment”

Political Concerns
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What does that 
mean to voters?

SIDE A vs. SIDE B

PRIMACY

The FIRST thing an unbiased 
observer learns is the most

CREDIBLE.
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COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

Information in line with an 
observer’s outlook is 

ACCEPTED.

Contrary information is 
REJECTED.

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

Motivated Reasoning
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Controlling the NARRATIVE

Typical Elected 
Official Narratives

1. Acting for partisan reasons
2. Helping donors
3. Seeking higher office
4. Trying to please everyone
5. Hypocrite
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ictim
illain

indicator

Victim, Villain, and Vindicator

ictim
illain

indicator

Victim Villain Vindicator
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Lessons

Giving opponent free reign of media 
is never the correct response

Lessons

When you do get your message out, 
you’re fighting against made up minds
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Who will talk to the press –
staff or elected officials?

-Competent

-Credible

-Caring

ARISTOTLE
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-BUT NOT IF THEY AREN’T: 

-Competent

-Credible

-Caring

GOAL: “they get it”

WE want 
to frame 

the 
facts

KEY POINT #1:
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VIDEO 
makes 

things more 
URGENT

KEY POINT #2:

Give our side first or fast

KEY POINT #3:

Show and Tell

KEY POINT #4:
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Get Crisis 
Communications Help

KEY POINT #5:

Get my emergency 
tips card

KEY POINT #:

tinyurl.com/ 
MediaEmergencyCard
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Why We Speak In 
Sound Bites

Thinking Like a 
Video Editor

8th Grade English
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Oldest Person at the 
Thanksgiving Table

Examples

Personal Examples

Contemporary 
References

Analogies

Clichés

One-Liners

Absolutes
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Proportional 
Numbers

Quote The 
Opposition

Humor

Repetition

Alliteration

Use POWER Words

Sound Bite 101

Can you say it…
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YOUR TURN!

1. Why did you run for office?
2. What have you achieved in office?
3. What’s the most important issue facing 

our community?
4. What kind of leader are you?
5. Why are people angry with government?
6. What can you do that another leader 

can’t?

Message Discipline
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Don’t use the words of the 
opposition or reporters

Reverse the viewpoint of 
the issue

Instead of saying “I Don’t Know”
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Say: “I’ll Find Out”

Instead of saying: “What I did to him”

Say: “What he did to me”
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They say  /  DON’T Say
Will you 
resign?

Are you a 
racist?

Why do you 
hate ____?

I will not 
resign.

I’m not a racist.

I don’t hate
_____.

They say  /  DO Say
Will you 
resign?

Are you a 
racist?

Why do you 
hate ___?

I will continue to 
lead this effort.

I respect all 
people.

Our work helps 
everyone.

Underdog Swap
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Red Light
Information you MUST NOT talk about –
illegal, unethical, unprofessional

Yellow Light
Information you’d RATHER NOT talk 
about – not important or distracting 
from message

Green Light
Information you WANT to talk about –
your message

Traffic Light

Your three most important 
messages, such as:

Examples of hard work or good 
effort

Your mission

Why this matter is important

Green Light

Answers to hypothetical 
questions
Facts that place you in bad 
light (unless inoculating)
Your personal opinion
Rumors
Information about process and 
procedure

Yellow Light
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Comments critical of victims
Privileged or confidential 
information
Investigative materials
Defamatory comments
Lies

Red Light

For each of your
green light points:

ANECDOTES MEMORABLE PUNCHLINES
STATISTICS

1. __________ 1. _____________ 1. _________

2. __________ 2. ____________ 2. _________

3. __________ 3. ____________ 3. _________

But we 
don’t 
want to 
be a 
parrot
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TOO Much Repetition 
Can Hurt 

Elected Officials Must Not 
Over-Reassure

When things are bad, don’t say 
things are fine
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If necessary, quibble with 
the question

As a group, prepare ONE sound 
bite that is message oriented
and will be your response.

Sound Bite Group Exercise

SCENARIO

YOUR TURN
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You campaigned on lower taxes. Your 
staff tells you that a tax increase will 
likely be necessary to fund the program 
you also promised to enact (”Widgets for 
Kids”). Budget details won’t be available 
until next week. Your top supporter has 
threatened to endorse someone against 
you in the next election if you don’t 
deliver the widget program. There’s 
campaign video of you promising to 
resign if you ever raise taxes. 

Who’s Who In 
The News Media

Political Reporter
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General Assignment 
Reporter

Editor

Columnist/Op-Ed Writer
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Radio Reporter

Television Reporter

Assignment Editor
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Blogger             

Mechanics of the Government 
Employee – Reporter Relationship

Deadlines
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On The Record

On Background

Off The Record
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Truthfulness

Local Variations

Bridging
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“But the real issue is…

“Or another way to look at this is…”

“You might also want to know…”

“Let me put that in perspective…”

“That’s one way to look at it, but…”

“Some say that, but others say…”

“It’s important to remember…

“I wouldn’t describe it that way. But…”

“I understand that concern but…”

“But the evidence shows…”

“We’re spending our time focused on…”

“But there’s another thing to consider…”

Bridge             
Formula Short Answer

Bridge

Green Light

+

+
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DIFFERENT
News Media Sources

The THREE Major
News Media

Treat them DIFFERENTLY
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Older
More Educated
Opinion Leaders
More Nuanced
Shrinking

Print

Radio
Working People
Shorter Stories
Drive Time
Needs Audio
More Immediate
Less Accurate

Radio Points to Remember
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General Radio Tips

Speak Clearly

Speak in self contained 
sound bites

Inflection and emotion 
matter
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Live Radio Interview

No dress rehearsal

Listeners hear questions

Go somewhere quiet
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Have a strong phone 
connection

TV
Biggest Impact
Needs Visuals
More Salacious
Shorter Deadlines
More Immediate
Least Accurate

When can TV be of the 
most value to us?
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General TV Tips

Dress appropriately

Always look at interviewer 
unless interviewer is in another 

studio, then look at camera

Taped TV
Plan for visuals
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Engage reporter before 
going on camera

But engage appropriately

If you make a mistake 
stop and start over
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But NOT if you’re on live

Answer in self contained 
sound bites

Don’t address interviewer 
by name
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Ambush Interview

Don’t threaten the reporter in 
any way including if he or she is 

trespassing

Never touch the camera

Remain calm and politely say that 
you’d be willing to do an interview at 

your office at a later time that day
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Don’t comment on any of the 
questions, simply smile and continue to 

suggest a later interview

Make the reporter look 
unreasonable

while you look reasonable

KEEP CALM

NEWS CONFERENCES
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Begin Communicating

Write a short statement 
(100 words or less) 

Have your team review 
the statement 
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Post it on social media

Send it to local news 
media, noting who the 

statement is from

Record audio sound bites on 
your smartphone
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E-mail directly to radio and TV 
(include a headshot of the 

speaker for TV)

Have reporters follow your 
social media feed for updated 

information 

Update it accordingly
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If TV/radio reporters are gathering, 
prepare a crowd-controlled area for 

briefing

Restate the statement 
released on social media

Consistency of contact 
- regular briefings
- new content for newly arrived 
media outlets
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Set up room with media needs 
and message in mind

Use a “mult box”

Assign roles and standing 
positions
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Everyone must speak in 
front of the microphones

The main speaker begins by 
introducing himself and other 

participants or refer to handouts

Always have an introduction 
with “green light” information 
and your primary sound bite
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If questions go on too long signal 
the end of the conference by saying 

“one last question”

After the Briefing...

Correct Misstatements and 
False Rumors
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Monitor 
social media

What about when we can’t say   
something?

General 
(noncommital) 

Responses
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Categories:

Aspirational
Procedural

More to Come
Gag Order

Case Study: 
Harassment lawsuit

Aspirational

“Our goal is to treat all 
employees fairly and to 
follow the law. More than half 
of our senior staff are women 
and they set a good example 
for all of us.”
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Procedural

“This lawsuit is just an 
allegation. Our attorneys will 
soon file court papers that 
show how and why these 
allegations are wrong.” 

More to Come

“We are reviewing the 
allegations and claims made 
and we will respond in more 
detail later this week.” 

Gag Order

“The Judge has asked us to 
not discuss the details of the 
case in the press. We respect 
her order and we will present 
our case aggressively in 
court.” 
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Case Study: 
Police 

Shooting

Aspirational

“Officers like this work every 
day to protect the public and 
stop crime. The work they do 
is hard and requires them to 
make split second 
decisions.” 

Procedural

“We will take this case to the 
Grand Jury, which is made up 
of citizens from the 
community, both Black and 
White, and they will help 
determine whether this 
officer acted within the law.” 
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More to Come

“We know the public wants 
to know more about what 
happened which is why we 
are moving quickly to gather 
the facts. We will provide that 
information as soon as we 
know more.” 

Gag Order

“Grand Jury matters are 
confidential by law. It’s a 
crime for authorities to 
discuss the testimony. We 
will have more to say after 
the Grand Jury acts.” 

Press Conference 
Exercise
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FINAL RULES

Never Lie

Reporters Aren’t the Enemy
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When You Don’t Know, 
Say So

When You Can’t Talk, 
Tell Them

168

Know Legal Limits to 
Comments
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Remember
“Front Page” Test

Understand the Job of 
Reporters

A Thick Skin & Good Sense 
of Humor will Protect You
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Bring this Training to YOUR
organization

Leaders and people who want to get things done need strong writing communications skills. This 

book offers a great insight into how to make your writing persuasive and memorable. These are the 

tips, advice, and examples of an expert communicator. 

Author Mark Weaver worked one-on-one with the Great Communicator himself, President Ronald 

Reagan. NBC News in Charlotte, North Carolina called Mark Weaver “one of the nation's foremost 

experts in crisis communications.” His weapon of choice: powerful words. Words that persuade, 

inspire, and amuse. That’s why Mark Weaver is sought out by corporate leaders, college presidents, 

and public officials all across America. 

When you read “A Wordsmith’s Work,” you’ll be moved, persuaded, and you may even laugh out loud. 

If you’re interested in more effective speeches, news media relations, or communications, then this is 

a book for you.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

A WORDSMITH’S WORK

@MarkRWeaver

AWordSmithsWork.com

“This collection of Mark Weaver's work shows his innate ability to capture the art of messaging. 

By combining logic, reasoning, facts, and, often, humor, Mark hits home with his audience.” 

Brad Wenstrup  Member of Congress

“Rich with thoughtful commentary on major issues of the last three decades, this book and its 

author reflect a depth of experience and thought that make it well worth reading!” 

Betty Montgomery  former Attorney General of Ohio

“While Mark Weaver has used his considerable skills as a wordsmith to defend crime victims 

and law enforcement officers all across America, the tips and examples in this book 

can help everyone communicate better.”  

Chuck Canterbury  President, National Fraternal Order of Police

Mark Weaver is a national communications expert who uses high-level writing skills to 

help solve problems in law, media, government, and public affairs. Formerly a Spokesman 

for the U.S. Department of Justice, his writing and commentary have been featured in 

dozens of national news outlets including the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Atlanta Journal 

Constitution, the Cincinnati Enquirer, the Baltimore Sun, and many others. In addition to 

advising business leaders and members of 

Congress, he teaches at The Ohio State 

University College of Law, the University of 

Akron, and the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill. 

A
WORDSMITH’S

WORK
-------

Mark Weaver

Thirty years of writing

to convince,educate, and entertain.persuade
three decades

teachinform amuse
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Sign up to order at:
AWordsmithsWork.com

Leaders and people who want to get things done need strong writing communications skills. This 

book offers a great insight into how to make your writing persuasive and memorable. These are the 

tips, advice, and examples of an expert communicator. 

Author Mark Weaver worked one-on-one with the Great Communicator himself, President Ronald 

Reagan. NBC News in Charlotte, North Carolina called Mark Weaver “one of the nation's foremost 

experts in crisis communications.” His weapon of choice: powerful words. Words that persuade, 

inspire, and amuse. That’s why Mark Weaver is sought out by corporate leaders, college presidents, 

and public officials all across America. 

When you read “A Wordsmith’s Work,” you’ll be moved, persuaded, and you may even laugh out loud. 

If you’re interested in more effective speeches, news media relations, or communications, then this is 

a book for you.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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@MarkRWeaver
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Mark Weaver is a national communications expert who uses high-level writing skills to 

help solve problems in law, media, government, and public affairs. Formerly a Spokesman 

for the U.S. Department of Justice, his writing and commentary have been featured in 

dozens of national news outlets including the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Atlanta Journal 
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